Request for Required Text in Alternative Format

Name: ___________________________ Date: ______________

Please list the books needed in alternative text:

Title: __________________________________________
Edition: ________________________________________
Author: _________________________________________
Publisher: ______________________________________
Copy Right Year: __________________________________
ISBN Number: ___________________________________

Describe the needed format. If you need an enlarged text please include the desired font.
________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Edition: ________________________________________
Author: _________________________________________
Publisher: ______________________________________
Copy Right Year: __________________________________
ISBN Number: ___________________________________

Describe the needed format. If you need an enlarged text please include the desired font.
________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Edition: ________________________________________
Author: _________________________________________
Publisher: ______________________________________
Copy Right Year: __________________________________
ISBN Number: ___________________________________

Describe the needed format. If you need an enlarged text please include the desired font.
________________________________________________

Note: It can take up to six weeks to obtain your text in alternative format. As with all services for students with disabilities requesting services, you must first requests alternative text format as an accommodation and provide appropriate documentation supporting that request. You will need to purchase the books in regular format and provide a receipt for the book before receiving the book in alternative format. Books provided in alternative format are the property of Great Basin College and must be returned at the end of the semester. Students are responsible for lost or damaged books.